
Water Wars InstructIons

LIMITED WARRANTY STATEMENT 
General Terms     This Limited Warranty applies to the product enclosed (“the Product”) distributed by Great American Duck Races, Inc., an Arizona corporation, doing business as Great American Marketing and Events (“GAME”), sold 
with this Limited Warranty Statement. This Limited Warranty is applicable in all countries.  •  GAME warrants that the Product you have purchased from GAME is free from defects in materials or workmanship under normal use during the 
warranty period. The warranty period starts on the date of purchase and continues for ninety (90) days. Your dated sales or delivery receipt, showing the date of purchase of the Product, is your proof of the purchase date.  •  During the 
warranty period, GAME will repair or replace any defective parts with new parts, or, at GAME’s discretion, used parts that meet or exceed performance specifications for new parts. All parts removed under this warranty become the 
property of GAME. The replacement part takes on the warranty status of the removed part or product.   •   This Limited Warranty does not apply to expendable parts. This Limited Warranty does not extend to any product from which the 
serial number has been removed or that has been damaged or rendered defective (a) as a result of accident, misuse, abuse or other external causes; (b) by operation outside the usage parameters stated in the Instruction Sheet that 
shipped with the Product; (c) by the use of parts not manufactured or sold by GAME; or (d) by modification or service by anyone other than GAME.
Limitation of Liability     GAME is not liable for any damages caused by the Product or the failure of the Product to perform, including any direct or indirect damages for personal injury, lost profits, lost savings, incidental 
damages, consequential damages, or any other pecuniary loss arising out of the use or inability to use the Product. GAME is not liable for any claim made by a third party or made by you for a third party.  •  This limitation applies 
whether damages are sought, or a claim made, under this Limited Warranty or as a tort claim (including negligence and strict product liability), a contract claim, or any other claim. This limitation cannot be waived or amended by 
any person. This limitation of liability will be effective even if you have advised GAME or an authorized representative of GAME of the possibility of any such damages. 
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, GAME MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. GAME EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES NOT STATED IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED BY LAW ARE LIMITED TO THE TERMS OF THIS 
WORLDWIDE LIMITED WARRANTY STATEMENT.

Great American Merchandise & Events™ (GAME™)
16043 N. 82nd Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 - 1800 USA

tel:  888.382.5988, 602.957.3825; fax: 602.957.7665
email: products@game-group.com
www.game-group.com
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# PaRT NamE QTy.
1 TaRGET 4
2 RoTaTING TaRGET HoLdER 1
3 CENTER THREadEd PoLE 1

4 ENd THREadEd PoLE 2

5 90° ELbow (bLUE/REd) 2

# PaRT NamE QTy.
6 PoLE (bLUE/REd) 2
7 T CoNNECToR 2
8 PoLE (yELLow) 4

9 Foam (bLUE/REd) 4
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ages 5 and up For 1 or more players
NOTE:  as a safety precaution, water wars is designed to break apart under pressure.  
If this happens, simply snap the pieces back together.  

ASSEMBLING WATER WARS
NOTE: all parts which need to be oriented in a certain direction are keyed to only fit in that direction. most fits are snug, and need to be pressed 
firmly together due to the vigorous nature of the play associated with this product. To avoid damage to the product, please ensure that the 
keyed parts are in the proper orientation before assembly.
1.	 	Hold	the	rotating	target	holder	(Part 2)	in	one	hand.		Push	one	target	(Part 1)	forward	until	it	clicks	into	place.		

(See fig.1)	Repeat	this	for	all	4	targets.		This	will	create	the	spinning	target	assembly.	
2.	 	Locate	the	center	threaded	pole	(Part 3).		Insert	the	pole	into	the	spinning	target	assembly	and	spin	the	pole	

until	the	target	assembly	is	in	the	center	of	the	pole	between	the	two	dots.
3.	 	Attach	the	two	threaded	end	poles	(Part 4)	to	both	ends	of	the	center	pole	by	firmly	pushing	them	together	

and	using	the	keys	and	notches	as	a	guide	to	make	sure	they	are	in	the	correct	position.		Set	the	yellow	
threaded	pole	and	spinning	target	assembly	aside.

4.	 	Insert	the	blue	pole	(Part 6 blue)	into	the	long	end	of	the	blue	elbow	(Part 5 blue)	connector.		Repeat	with	the	red	
pole	(Part 6 Red)	and	red	elbow	connector (Part 5 Red).			

5.	 	Insert	a	yellow	T	connector	(Part 7)	into	the	open	end	of	the	red	pole.		Repeat	with	the	blue	pole.		
6.	 	Fully	insert	the	yellow	poles	(Part 8)	into	each	open	end	of	the	yellow	T	connector	(Part 7).	Slide	a	blue	foam	piece	

(Part 9 blue)	over	both	yellow	poles	on	the	Blue	side.		Repeat	on	the	red	side	using	the	red	foam	pieces	(Part 9 Red).
7.	 	Insert	the	rectangular	plate	(Part 10)	into	the	yellow	T	connector	(Part 7)	by	sliding	it	from	the	side	and	pushing	

until	it	is	centered	with	the	yellow	T	connector	(Part 7).		Make	sure	to	line	up	the	rectangular	groove	located	
on	one	side	of	the	plate.	(See fig. 2)

8.	 	Insert	the	end	of	the	yellow	threaded	pole	(Part 4)	into	the	red	elbow.		Repeat	with	the	blue	elbow.		Make	sure	
that	when	the	target	rotates,	the	blue	target	goes	towards	the	blue	elbow.		If	this	is	not	the	case,	pull	off	the	
end	assemblies	and	swap	them.

PLAYING WATER WARS
1.	 	Move	the	rotating	part	until	it	is	between	the	two	black	dots	on	the	center	pole.		This	is	the	Start	position.	
2.	 The	players	should	line	up	on	either	side	of	the	unit	and	select	a	target	color….red	or	blue.
3.	 	Pump	your	water	gun	to	the	max,	aim	at	your	chosen	target	color	and	shoot	at	the	target	color.	

This	will	make	the	targets	spin	and	move	toward	one	side	or	the	other.
4.	 The	first	player	to	reach	their	end	of	the	pole	wins!
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 –Small parts.  
Not for children under 3 years.

This is not a lifesaving device.  do not leave
child unattended while device is in use.


